
The Plastic Era 

 

When you walk down the street, whether you walk into a store or stay outside, you are 

guaranteed to see plastic. It’s everywhere, it's on our food, in our clothes, from single use to 

reuseable, plastic is used in everyday life no matter the environment. Even if you use metal 

straws and water bottles, even if you use paper bags at the grocery store, and use paper cups 

rather than plastic, you still end up using plastic in everyday life. But why?  Things certainly 

weren’t always like this. We went on for thousands of years without it, so how did we become so 

dependent on plastic? 

 

Plastic was originally created as a substitute for ivory. John Wesley Hyatt was attempting 

to create some kind of mock ivory when he made the first synthetic polymer. The drive to use 

plastic was that is could be molded into various shapes and sizes which made it available for 

many different purposes. It was revolutionary that humans could now create their own materials 

instead of relying on nature’s resources. 

  In 1907, a man named Leo Baekland invented Baeklite: the first fully synthetic plastic. 

This meant it was made using no natural resources. Because of it’s fully synthetic nature, it was 

quickly mass produced and marketed as “The Material of a Thousand Uses.” The plastic industry 

wouldn’t really skyrocket until World War II when it was used for body armour, parachutes, 

helmet liners and more. Things like Nylon and Plexiglas were very popular for military use in 

WWII, leading plastic production in the US to increase by 300%.   



 

Plastic production only increased after WWII, slowly expanding beyond military use and 

into more practical appliances such as: furniture, packaging, food production, and toys. People 

loved the possibilities of plastic and how it could be shaped into anything humans desired. 

Humans had a vision of a perfect world where plastic was the primary resource, seeing as it 

could be molded into anything. What they did not see coming was the real impact plastic had on 

society. It wasn’t until the 1960s when people saw the first plastic debris entering the ocean. 

People weren’t considering the negative impacts of plastic until the 1960s when several events 

caused the awareness of plastic to rise:  Rachel Carson’s 1962 book, Silent Spring, exposed some 

of the dangers of chemical pesticides. In 1969 a major oil spill occurred off the California coast 

and the polluted Cuyahoga River in Ohio caught fire. Once people’s eyes were open to the 

dangers of plastic, no one wanted it anymore. It went from being a revolutionary discovery to a 

cheap and undesirable material. 



 

 

Plastic’s reputation only worsened in the 1970s and 80s when plastic began causing more 

and more pollution. People were learning that even though many plastic products were marketed 

as disposable, they would never fully disappear. It was the plastic industry that offered us 

recycling as a solution, but even when the plastic companies encouraged municipalities to gather 

and process more recyclables for their waste-management project, single-use plastic continued to 

be used on a day to day basis. But eventually people started standing up against the production of 

single-use plastic, leading in some states passing laws that banned things like plastic bags, and 



recently, plastic straws. The real symbol of the problem is the Pacific Garbage Patch which has 

been described to be a Texas-sized plastic swirl floating around the Pacific ocean. And it started 

to be brought to our attention that plastic could also be damaging our health. The concerns are 

focused on additives such as the often discussed bisphenol A (BPA) and a class of chemicals 

called phthalates; these are added to the plastic to make them more flexible, durable, and 

transparent. Some scientists and members of the public are concerned that it could be leaking out 

into our food and drinks, ultimately ending up inside us. And in very high doses, these chemicals 

can mess up the hormonal system. Researchers worry particularly about the effects they may 

have on children, and what continued contact with the chemicals will mean for future 

generations.  

Despite the negatives, plastic is essential in modern day society. Plastics made things like 

computers, cell phones, and lifesaving medical advancements possible, whereas before plastic 

they were unthinkable. Without plastic, things would be much more expensive, things that are 

commonly found nowadays could have only been available for the richest people. None of this is 

to say that we are not making progress; innovators are creating bioplastics which are made of 

plant crops rather than fossil fuels, while others are searching for a way to make recycling more 

effective. One of their goals is to perfect a process that converts plastic into the fossil fuels which 

it was made from. We can make a change, but not by erasing plastic all together; if we can utilize 

its many uses, we can recycle it again and again, slowing down the process of polluting our 

oceans.  
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